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white sensation. This probably corresponds to the rod-effect of von Kries,
which would have to be taken into account if extremely minute differences
of luminosity were under consideration, or if we were dealing with spectra of
small intensity.
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attempt to use cleavage planes as mirrors, and it has been found that mica
gives a reflected pencil from its cleavage plane strong enough to make a
visible impression on a photographic plate in a few minutes’ exposure. It
has also been observed that the reflected pencil can be detected by the
ionisation method.!
For the purpose of examining more closely the reflection of X-rays in
this manner we have used an apparatus resembling a spectrometer in form,
an ionisation chamber taking the place of the telescope. The collimator is
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The ANNs analyse these Z(r, ∆1) images as a function of p, focusing on
the pseudogap energy E = ∆1(p) because copper oxide EQM symmetry breaking emerges at this energy17,25. Figure 4a–e shows the actual
Z(r, ∆1) images provided to the trained ANN system and Fig. 4f–j
shows their d-symmetry Fourier transforms. The ANNs succeed with
high reliability in discriminating and identifying the periodic motifs
for all of these images (Methods section ‘Validation and benchmarking’). In Fig. 4k–o we show the response of the ANNs as the probability
P(C) of the input EQM image being identified in category C. Here,
the ANNs reveal that, on average, the phenomenology of the training
0 , 0! , 0" , 1# , …
images with C = 2 and λ = 4a0 has the highest probability of! being
recognized within
the
Z(r,
∆
)
image
array,
but
only
for
electron
densities
1
The Transformer is a deep
machine-learning model . . .
1! , 0# , 0" , 1! , …
0.06 ≤ p ≤ 0.14. Thus, the ANNs identify a predominant translational
⋮
symmetry breaking, which occurs commensurately with the specific
wavelength λ = 4a0 (Fig. 4a–d). Overall, the ANNs determine that the
identical, commensurate, 4a0-period electronic-structure modulations
are hidden in all of the E ≈ ∆1 EQM images from the 0.06 ≤ p ≤ 0.14
area of the CuO2 phase diagram.
A second key physics issue is the energy dependence within a Z(r, E)
image array. Quasiparticle scattering interference17 (QPI) occurs when
an impurity atom scatters wave-like states ki(E) into kf(E), resulting
in quantum inference at wavevectors Qif = ki(E) − kf(E) and generating modulations of N(r, E) or its Fourier transform N(Qif, E). QPI
is a physical phenomenon distinct from a DW state because, whereas
the modulation wavevectors of QPI evolve rapidly with E, they do not
for a DW state. Therefore, the ANNs explore a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 Z(r, E)
array of 16 nm × 16 nm EQM images that are measured in a sequence
of independent experiments at distinct electron energy of E = 66, 96,
126, 150 meV on the same crystal with P = 0.08. Figure 5a–d shows
0.2
this Z(r, E) image
(a)set that is input to the same ANN system. EQM com-(b)
plexity in the identical field of viewNFL
now evolves rapidly with electron
energy because the images are dominated by QPI. Similarly, Fig. 5e–h
0.4
shows the d-symmetry Fourier transforms Z(q, E) from Fig. 5a–d,
which exhibit broad fluctuating peaks that evolve rapidly with electron
energy, as expectedT in QPI. Well-defined fundamental periodicities are T
indiscernible in these0.1Z(r, E) (Fig. 5a–d) and Z(q, E) (Fig. 5e–h) data.
However, Fig. 5j–l demonstrates that the ANN suite finds the hypothe0.2 Nem.
sis category with the highest
again C = 2,
SDWrecognition probability to beFL
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Fig. 3 | ANN analysis of experimental EQM visualization data. a, Typical
measured 16 nm × 16 nm (440 pixels × 440 pixels) Z(r, E = 84 meV) image
of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 with p = 0.08 (Tc = 45 K). The disorder and complexity of
copper oxide EQM are manifest. b, Typical measured Z(q, E = 84 meV)
image of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 with p = 0.08 (Tc = 45 K), which is the d-symmetry
Fourier transform of a. The disorder and complexity of EQM are also evident
here in the broad and fluctuating peaks around 2π (Qx ± δQx , δQ y ) and

STS on high Tc cuprate BSSCO
Testing Charge Order Hypothesis
Zhang et al, Nature 570, 484 (2019)

2π
a0

a0

(δQx , Q y ± δQ y ) with |δQx| = |δQy| ≈ 0.2. Grey dots are at q =

and q =

2π
a0

2π
a0

( ± 0.4, 0)

(0, ± 0.4) . c, Schematic of the ANN analysis procedure for

experimental Z(r, E) images. The successfully trained neural network with
fixed parameters (weights W(1) and W(2) of the hidden layer and the output
layer, respectively; biases) is a classifier; that is, it classifies each experimental
image as belonging into one of the four categories. Neuron activation
functions in our ANNs are taken to be the sigmoid function.
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Detecting Non-Fermi Liquid Transport
Driskell et al, arXiv: 2007.07898
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QGM on Fermi Hubbard model
Miles et al, arXiv:2011.03474

Use minimalistic approaches that
integrates key physics principles.

Unsupervised ML for
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CDW v.s. IUC as seen from XRD I(q)
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How to Detect Subtle Ordering?
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a pronounced resistivity anisotropy between the
two principal directions of the underlying square
lattice (2, 3). Subsequently, similar behavior has
been reported in a number of quasi-2D square
lattice compounds, including Sr3Ru2O7 (4), URu2Si2
(5), and several families of both copper- (6, 7) and
iron-based (8–11)
high-temperature
superconducFigure
4
(a)
tors, suggesting
possible connections between
even-parity nematic fluctuations and unconventional s- and d-wave Cooper pairing (12).
Extending earlier work on Fermi liquid instabilities in the p-wave spin interaction channel
(13), it has recently been predicted that correlated metals with strong spin-orbit coupling may
realize a fundamentally new class of electronic
nematic phases with spontaneously broken spatial inversion symmetry (14), including a quantum
analog
R
ES E A RC Hof the unusual NT nematic phase discussed

for spintronics applications.
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order parameter forof
this electronic
predicted new classand structural order parameters in Cd2Re2O 7. (A) T2u distortion of a
Fig. 1.TheIllustration
of spin-orbit–coupled parity-breaking elespherical
surface induced
by a Qxy multipolar nematic order parameter.The Fermi surface is split into
ctronic
nematic phases—so-called
“multipolar”
(d)Fermi
nematics (14)—can be represented by a symmetric
two nondegenerate
surfaces
ofis opposite
spin texture (arrows), with the largest splitting at the equator and
traceless second-rank pseudotensor
Qij that
odd
under spatial inversion. This order parameter
zero splitting
at the poles. (B) The ideal pyrochlore structure of Cd2Re2O7 viewed along the (111) axis. Only
induces a deformation and spin splitting of the
Fermi surface
via the spin-orbit
Re (yellow
tetrahedra)
andinteraction
O(1) (green octahedra) sublattices are shown. Dashed lines depict mirror
X
Hamiltonian HSO ¼
Qij si kj , where si are
planes. For clarity, an
enlarged view of two neighboring subunits from an alternative angle is also displayed.
ij

transition.

Order Parameter of Phase II in Pyrochlore Cd2Re2O7
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and arrows show the displacement directions of the O(1) atoms.
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2 dim Eu vs 1 dim T2u
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Dow

Strong electron interactions can drive metallic systems toward a variety of well-known
symmetry-broken
but the
instabilities
of correlated
metals21
with
strong 2017
spin-orbit
Harter et al.,phases,
Science
356,
295–299
(2017)
April
coupling have only recently begun to be explored. We uncovered a multipolar nematic
phase of matter in the metallic pyrochlore Cd2Re2O7 using spatially resolved secondharmonic optical anisotropy measurements. Like previously discovered electronic nematic

the Pauli matrices and kj is the crystal momentum (14, 18). In a cubic material,
u for example, this
order parameter can have either Eu or T2u symmetry. An example of a spin-polarized Fermi surface distortion induced by T2u multipolar nematic
order is shown in Fig. 1A.
The correlated metallic pyrochlore Cd2Re2O7
has been proposed as a candidate for hosting
multipolar nematic order because of the strong
spin-orbit coupling of Re 5d valence electrons.
Detailed Raman scattering (19), x-ray (20, 21)
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Looking inside Bragg peaks
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Which ansatz better describes data?

Geometric String

π-flux theory with
singlet bonds

Conventional Approach
1. Magnetization
2. Spin-spin (2site) correlation
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Off-the-shelf CNN
1. Over-parametrization
2. A black-box
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Cascade Construction of Correlation
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Regularization Path Analysis
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Fluctuating AFM vs Random Image
Labeled Training Data

Learned Filters

Regularization Path Analysis

Learned Correlations

Harnessing Data Revolution in
Quantum Matter
•

X-TEC (XRD TEmperature series Clustering): Use the
fundamental role of temperature to discover orders
and fluctuations in reciprocal space. arXiv:2008.03275

•

CCNN (Correlation Convolution Neural Network):
Cascaded correlation kernel detects crucial
correlation functions in quantum matter imaging.
arXiv:2011.03474

